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This article aims to understand better how deeply Bangladesh and India are maintaining good relations between

them in recent times. Furthermore, this study has investigated and identiied the factors that motivated India and

Bangladesh to revive their sound relations. In the South Asian region, India is the dominant power in terms of

population, economy, military strengths, geographical size, location, etc. Bangladesh shares 78.86% of its total

border with India. Both countries' history, languages, culture, and economic nature are more or less similar man-

ner. During the liberation war of Bangladesh in 1971, it got much support from India. After getting independence,

both countries experience a sound relationship until 1975, which we can call the 'Honeymoon' period. After that,

Bangladesh faces somedificultiesmaintaining its relationshipwith India due to border killings, a sense of distrust,

security concerns, trade deicits, transit issues, water-sharing issues, etc. Recently, throughModi andHasina's gov-

ernment's diplomatic efforts, both countries' relations have reached a new height, which the researcher labels as

the 'Honeymoonperiod' has returned. This study is based on the reviewof the secondary data and content analysis

in nature. This paper inds that the strategic geographical location of Bangladesh and China's strategic engagement

with Dhaka motivates India to maintain more close relationship with Dhaka to get it into its grip. In addition, this

study suggested that if India wants to be a regional power, and Bangladesh wants to maintain its development, to

fulill its ambitions, both countries need to maintain a good relationship.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing

INTRODUCTION

India’s predominant existence in South Asia is a matter of

concern to all of its smaller neighbor countries. India always

considers South Asia as an integral security part of her and

playing a dominating role as it has a big size, strong econ-

omy, and resources comparing to other countries of this

region. An Indian researcher inds out the essential char-

acteristics of India’s dealings with its neighbors’ as “geo-

graphical contiguity, socio-cultural afinity, common secu-

rity concerns, economic development and harnessing com-

mon rivers” (M. A. Karim, 2009), since South Asian coun-

tries shared waters among them. There is no exception in

perspective to Bangladesh. Though Bangladesh and India

have shared strong ties with each other geographical, his-

torically and culturally, both have a signiicant impact on

their bilateral interactions. India helps a lot during the inde-

pendencemovement of Bangladesh in 1971 (Rashid, 2010).

NewDelhi assisted refugees from Bangladesh and provided

relief and reconstruction aid to build the foundations of a

new country. Not surprisingly, India was the irst country

whowas offering recognition to Bangladesh (Rather, 2014).

So, it is clear that both countries’ relations were shaped ini-

tially by historical episode like Bangladesh’ liberation war.

Such type of emotional bonds set the tone for bilateral re-

lations between the countries. Therefore, India enjoyed

an advantageous relationship with Bangladesh for at least

some years.

From 1975 to 2008, both countries' relations were ups and

downs; have beenmarkedbymistrust, boarder killing, tran-

sit problems, intervention in domestic politics, large trade
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deicits, etc. (Rana, 2018). Moreover, Bangladesh emerged

the second largest market for Chinese arms and ammuni-

tions exports behind Pakistan (Matthews, Zhao, et al., 2018;

Yang, 2020). Beijing’s Bay of Bengal centric investment in-

cluding sea port expansion consider to Indian scholar as a

policy of containing India by creating ‘string of pearls’ that

Bangladesh as a vital ‘pearl’ in this ‘string’. A rising relation

between Bangladesh and China is discerned by India as a

potential threat. Both countries are also actively participat-

ing in joint military exercise programs under the Defense

cooperation agreement signed in 2001 that allows higher

oficials of Bangladesh military to visit China for learning

techniques and strategies from the Chinese People’s Lib-

eration Army (PLA). Furthermore, Bangladesh has appar-

ently welcomed China’s maritime silk route project, a part

of Belt andRoad Initiatives (BRI) (Sarker, 2019)which India

considered as a potential threat in the Indian Ocean Region

(IOR) to her, as Beijing will be more engaged to operate the

port in this IOR (Singhini & Tuli, 2017). India is concerned

about the vulnerability of the Siliguri corridor, also known

as ‘chicken neck’, which is 200 km long and 40 km wide

(Rao, 2013). India accused that China desires to acquire

Tawang (a district of Arunachal Pradesh) to appear more

nearer to the Siliguri corridor with the intension of mak-

ing connectionwith Bangladesh from the north side. Indian

government perceives Bangladesh location is vital for its se-

curity, political and religious reasons. New Delhi accused

that Indian insurgent group well known as United Libera-

tion Front of Asom (ULFA), the National Socialist Council of

Nagaland (NSCN) and the Bodo Security Force (BdSF) who

have undisturbed shelters in Chittagong, Bangladesh, cross

the borders and act as catalysts for unrest, social chaos,

and insurgency (Rana, 2018). This insurgent group had al-

ready been used Chittagong port for Chinese arms (Sakhuja,

2009).

Moreover, gradually Bangladesh became dependent on In-

dia economically, politically and commercially. Bangladesh

heavily relies on India for its economy. Most of the neces-

sary daily commodities like rice, meat, onion, pulses come

from India (Datta, 2008). In addition, Bangladesh depends

on India for water, as both countries shared more than ifty

rivers. Between the countriesmost conlicting issue is shar-

ing of the Gangawater that badly affectedBangladesh’s ami-

able relationship with India since 1975 to till now (Dash,

2008). Bangladesh shared the longest border with India,

but it is mostly restricted. It is noteworthy that, many

Bangladeshi citizens were killed by the Indian Border Se-

curity Force (BSF) in the border areas. On July 11, 2019,

Asaduzzaman Khan Kamal who is the Home Minister of

Bangladesh said in the parliament that “the number of bor-

der killings by theBSFwas66 in2009, 55 in2010, 24each in

2011 and 2012, 18 in 2013, 24 again in 2014, 38 in 2015, 25

in 2016, 17 in 2017, and only three in 2018” (Anik, 2020).

Recently, both countries realize the importance of keeping

good relations between them. They have solved several bi-

lateral relations like land and maritime boundary disputes,

transit issues. Moreover, Bangladesh is giving access to its

port to India, which is currently upgrading by China. In-

dia is also providing loans for infrastructure development

and investing in Bangladesh. Such a dramatic change in re-

lations between the countries provide a puzzle- what are

the reasons behind the good relations between India and

Bangladesh in recent time?

Objectives of the Study

The present study intends to address the following objec-

tives:

• To show the recent development of the relations between

India and Bangladesh.

• To ind out what factors are acting as motivators to en-

hances the relationship between the countries.

• To identify the challenges that are still existing tomaintain

good relations between the countries.

METHODOLOGY

This study depends on qualitativemethods, mainly the con-

tent analysismethod. Secondary sources have been studied

to analyze the relationship between India and Bangladesh.

Textbooks, journal articles, policy papers, international and

local newspaper reports, etc. have been included in the

secondary sources. The researcher searched data through

Google by using key words, title and sub-title. Thus, a good

number of articles, books, and newspaper articles were

found related to Bangladesh and India relations. The au-

thor selected documents as a data which were most rele-

vant with this study. Moreover, to accomplish the paper,

the author selected documents that are more authentic, re-

liable and well established journal and online newspaper.

Furthermore, in case of online newspaper, couple of doc-

uments have been considered for cross checking. The col-

lected data has been organized as well as analyzed with de-

scriptive manner.

BANGLADESH’S POLITICAL RELATIONSWITH INDIA

Bangladesh and India’s relations have been passed an up

and down curve for the period of the last 46 years. These

bonding have been shifting for many causes like chang-

ing the political regime in Bangladesh and India’s non-

cooperative attitude towards Bangladesh. Reality is that,
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Bangladesh and India had scope to boost their bilateral rela-

tions as both countries are historically, geographically, eth-

nically and culturally so close. They cannot neglect each

other having major bilateral interaction.

India played a signiicant role in the nine-month liberation

war of Bangladesh in1971. At that time Indian armed forces

and Bangladesh’sMukti Bahini fought together against Pak-

istan army. During 1972, India came forward with 800,000

tons of food assistance and also provided support in the

transportation of that food. From 1971 to 1975, India

provided aid to the amount of US$304.3 million (N. Islam,

2003). In1972SheikhMujib and India’s PrimeMinister said

in a joint communique that “Bangladesh and India would

live in eternal friendship as brothers” as both countries had

“an identity of ideals, outlook, and values and would live in

amity” (Rashid, 2010). The irst government of Bangladesh

led by AL, tenured from 1971 to 1975, adopted a clear

pro-India foreign policy. At that period, Bangladesh and

India developed a deep friendship, a cooperative rapport

that is mostly labelled as a ‘honeymoon’ period. In 1972,

Bangladesh and India signed a ‘Treaty of Friendship and

Peace’ for 25 years, adhering irmly to the principles of

peaceful coexistence, sovereignty, mutual cooperation and

non-interference in internal affairs (Bhari, 2015; Rashid,

2010). Though mid-1974 bilateral relationship seemed to

stumble andNewDelhi acted to push a rigid linewithDhaka

on several issues likeGangeswaters sharing andBayof Ben-

gal boundary issues.

The political backdrop had been changed dramatically with

the assassination of Sheikh Mujib and the rise to power of

General Zia-ur-Rahman. President Zia provided more em-

phasis on its relationwith China,Western and Islamic coun-

tries and moved away from its previous Indo-Soviet axis.

It marked the beginning of Bangladesh’s feeling of worry

towards the rising regional power proile of India. Dur-

ing Zia’s reign, mistrust, suspicion and hostility were the

main norms in Bangladesh-India relations. Many of the

AL government’s initiatives perceived by the military gov-

ernment that Bangladesh had become subservient to In-

dia. For example, the creation of a Rakkhi Bahini (para-

military force) was considered by the Bangladesh army as

New Delhi’s blueprint to make division among the armed

forces and making it weak with the intention of maintain-

ing its inluence on Dhaka (Chakma, 2012). In 1977, Zia

amended the Constitution and removed the words “secu-

larism” and added meaning of “socialism” to it. He tried

to get domestic support through underlining on a religious

identity for the country that basically had an anti-India con-

notation to India. The gap between the countries gradu-

ally widened whenever both started to pursue destabiliz-

ing strategies; for example, India started to support Shanti

Bahini insurgents of the ChittagongHill Tracts. On the other

hand, India accused Bangladesh inaugurated to cooperate

with Pakistan and China and performed as a channel to

transfer weapons to insurgents in the northeast region of

India (Bhaumik, 1996).

India hardened its position and begun withdrawing mas-

sive waters from the common river Ganges during the dry

season through Farakka Barrage that had a severe naviga-

tional and irrigation dificulties on Bangladesh which fur-

ther worsened the relationship between the countries. In

1981, the South Talpatty Island ownership became a hot

issue as New Delhi sent its naval vessel “INS Sandhayak”

near to the island. Furthermore, its armed forces landed on

the island, and some ishermen raised Indian lag demand-

ing sovereignty on the island. However, there was an ob-

servation that India desired to make pressure on Zia’s gov-

ernment in every possible way (Huq, 1993). The irst mil-

itary regime had inished in 1981 when President Zia was

killed in a military coup. The second military regime had

started by General Ershad through the taking power un-

constitutionally on 24 March 1982, and continued for eight

years. He was forced to transfer power by a mass uprising

in December 1990. During his tenure, Bangladesh pursued

more or less a similar approach of Zia regime towards In-

dia. The crucial bilateral problems, such as the access to

the Bangladesh enclaves via the TinBigha corridor, themar-

itime boundary in the BoB, the sovereignty over the south

Talpatty Island did not solve. The cross border mutiny had

raised in theHill Tracts area of Chittagong and Indiawas not

in a positive mood to resolve this problemwith Bangladesh

(Rashid, 2010).

An election was held and Begum Khaleda Zia who is the

chairperson of BNP, came to power in March 1991. Be-

gum Zia visited India in May 1992 and held a bilateral di-

alogue on the unsettled issues. But the Indian government

did not respond effectively to the issues raised during the

trip. However, there were some positive changes during

the period of 1991-1995. The corridor of Tin Bigha was

leased on 26th June 1992 for 999 years on the subject of the

Indo-Bangladesh Land Boundary agreement 1974 to have

entrance to the Bangladesh enclaves of Dahagram and An-

gorpata from the mainland of Bangladesh (Rashid, 2010).

Two agreements were signed in May 1993; one involving

with the repatriation of tribal refugees from India’s eastern

region and another one is related toNewDelhi’s investment

in the railway sector in Bangladesh. Overall, the relation-

ship between the countries was not up to the mark during
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this regime.

The relationship between the two countrieswith took adra-

matic turn for the better when the AL returned to power in

1996 bywinning the general election. A 30 year Gangeswa-

ter sharing treaty was signed on 12 December 1996, which

India had declined to sign with the previous governments.

Another landmarkPeaceAgreementwas signedon theChit-

tagong Hill Tracts issues with the Tribal Representatives on

2nd December 1997. It was believed that both agreements

were possible due to India’s fullest co-operation with the

Sheikh Hasina government. From Dhaka to Calcutta a bus

route had started again, and it was stated that a train would

run between Calcutta and Bangladesh. The Bangladesh-

India relations hadworsened again when the BNP returned

to power, and Begum Khaleda Zia became the Prime Min-

ister of Bangladesh in 2001. After the forming government,

NewDelhi sent its special representative toDhaka. The visit

was characterized a “goodwill” oficial visit and seemed to

an indication that India desired to carry on its friendly rela-

tionship with Bangladesh.

However, the reality is that the Indian government did

not appear to be eager to resolve bilateral matters with

Bangladesh’s new government. Instead, they had ac-

cused many issues like increase of Islamic fundamental-

ism, sheltering of Indian northeast region terrorist within

Bangladesh, gas export refusal in India and emergence of

large number of illegal Bangladeshi immigrants in India.

Since 2003 the JointWorkingGroup onTrademet two times

to decrease Bangladesh’s massive trade deicit with India.

InMarch2006, PrimeMinister Khaleda Zia visited India and

during that time, two agreementswere signedwith India:1)

TheRevisedTradeAgreement2)Theagreements onMutual

Cooperation for Preventing Illicit Drug Traficking in Nar-

cotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances and Related Mat-

ters (Global Security, n.d). However, during the caretaker

regime from 2007-2008, some security cooperation were

observed, though a usually negative attitude and suspicion

towards each other sustained in the Indo-Bangladesh rela-

tionship.

TheAwamiLeagueparty came topower in2009, andSheikh

Hasina became Prime Minister. She had visited India in

January 2010, during her milestone four-day visit created

a great environment of mutual trust that will lay grounds

to a much more strong and effective relations with India.

Manmohan Singh, Prime Minister of India gave a return

visit to Bangladesh in September 2011 to bring forward the

transformative agenda which begun in 2010. Both coun-

tries Prime Minister had signed a Framework Agreement

of Cooperation for Development On 6th September 2011.

The agreement was wide-ranging pursuing cooperation on

signiicant issues at the bilateral, sub-regional and regional

levels. The Hasina Government had adopted hard positions

to insurgents and beating Indian separatists in the coun-

try. A lot of the Indian militants left Bangladesh and sur-

rendered to law implementing authorities of India. In July

2014, Bangladesh and India acknowledged the verdict of In-

ternational Tribunal for the Law of the Sea and settled their

long-lasting sea boundary dispute. In 2015, two countries

Prime Minister were signed 20 agreements including most

expected historical Land Boundary Agreement. Through

this LBA agreement, both countries resolved their historical

disagreement and provided national identity to the nation-

less inhabits.

Economic and Trade: Bangladesh’s Economic Depen-

dency on India?

The geographical closeness of both Bangladesh and India

makes them instinctive trading partners. Since the inde-

pendence of Bangladesh in 1971, India was the foremost

trading partner of her. Both countries have a chance to be-

come beneited immensely with the trade. However, their

bilateral trade hampered due to lake of trust seriously. In

2010-2011, two way trade was US$ 5.099 billion in which

Bangladesh imported from India worth of US$ 4.586 bil-

lion and exported only $ 0.512 million (Rather, 2014). The

Bangladesh Bank statistics indicated that in 2017 the FDI

from India in net terms reached $114.65 million whereas

it was $79.2 million in 2016. Recently, both countries bi-

lateral trade have been reached accounting for $6.6 billion.

Trade between the countries has been dominated by India,

and trade deicit increased year to year that is in disfavor of

Bangladesh (A. M. Islam et al., 2019). According to Interna-

tional Trade Center’s data, Bangladesh imported 763 per-

cent more than India imported from Bangladesh in 2015.

Bangladesh considers India as her one of the vital sources of

imports count of 11 to 13 percent of its total import. For ex-

ample, Bangladesh imported consumer goods, intermediate

goods, capital goods, primary commodities respectively 20,

10, 8, and 13 percent (N. Islam, 2004). Bangladesh has been

worried regarding the growing bilateral trade deicit that is

on average at 9.5% yearly with India. Bangladeshi people

always worried about the trade deicit and India’s dominat-

ing role towards the weak economy of Bangladesh. Some

issues like Indian negative list on particular Bangladeshi

products, non-tariff barriers, and bureaucratic hurdles are

identiied as India’s unwillingness to open up its economy

(Pattanaik, 2010).

Furthermore, India’s rejection to give free entrance to
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the few exportable things from Bangladesh has contained

more suspicions to Dhaka. Another concerning issue for

Bangladesh is that a huge portion of informal imports from

NewDelhi across the borderwhich turn aside import duties

of Bangladesh. In 2011, Bangladesh got the duty-free facili-

ties from India for 25 drug and alcoholic items. At the same

year, Bangladesh has provided transshipment opportunity

to India. Recently, as a commitment to SAPTA and WTO,

India and Bangladesh have declined their trade barriers.

India has provided preferences on about 2,925 tariff lines

to Bangladesh under SAPTA. In 2015 Bangladesh exported

things amount to $0.64 billion but imported items for USD

5.52 billion in the same period. Whereas, Bangladesh ex-

port increase only 1% in the last ive years, but import

has been rising 13% rate from India at the same time. So

it is clear that existing bilateral changes are not assisting

Bangladesh to decrease trade gap with India. Recently, To-

fail Ahmed, whowas the CommerceMinister of Bangladesh,

argued that because of the emergence of countervailing

duty and various non-tariff barriers, Bangladesh is not able

to enjoy the duty-free beneits which is provided by India.

Further, he said that to enter the Indianmarket Bangladeshi

exporters need to be confronted 12.5 percent countervail-

ing duty.

Moreover, Bangladesh’s exporters do not have enoughmar-

keting as well as distribution opportunity in India. As sales

are of very low volume in India, exporters marginal cost

of supply is upward. On the contrary, Indian exporters

marginal cost is very small due to their big domesticmarket

as well as large export sizes in Bangladesh (N. Islam, 2004).

Furthermore, there is another strong reason behind the low

volume trade of Bangladesh in India which is- export items

are not very diversiied and similarity on production items

of both India and Bangladesh (M. S. Islam, 2008). For exam-

ple, Bangladesh is vastly focused on readymade garments

that is not a major import thing for India as it has also got

potential in this sector. Bangladeshi experts feel that as a

larger economyof India, it shouldprovidemore concessions

to Dhaka.

In 2014-15, bilateral trade between the two countries

raised at USD 6.9 billion in which India exported to

Bangladesh worth of $6.2 billion and Bangladesh’s export

to India amounted to $0.6 billion. In 2018, the number is

expected to stand up the $10 billion (Bhari, 2015). In 2016,

during the visit of Bangladesh Prime Minister Hasina in In-

dia both countries inked 22 pacts. In the recent times, In-

dia expanded a USD 4.5 billion concessional line of credit

to Bangladesh for infrastructure projects, including the ex-

pansion of three ports namedMongla, Payra and Chittagong

Ports. Both countries signed an agreement to launch a Spe-

cial Economic Zone (SEZ) in Bangladesh which is specially

designed for Indian enterprises.

Bangladesh’s Security Relations with India

Military relationship is playing a crutial role to perceive

the nature of bonding between the countries. And the

Bangladesh-India relations are not exceptional. Both coun-

tries friendly military relationship had started in 1971 dur-

ing the independence movement of Bangladesh. This was

clearly pointed out in the joint statement: “The two lead-

ers agreed to foster mutually beneicial and deeper de-

fence cooperation, taking into account the illustrious his-

tory of cooperation which began with both forces’ joint op-

eration during Bangladesh’s Great Liberation War in De-

cember 1971” (The Wire, 2017). Though, it continued only

for a small number of years, in 1975, after the death of irst

Prime Minister Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the

dynamic of the relationship had changed between the coun-

tries. For a long period of time, it is observed both countries

security, as well as a military relationship was incredulous.

In June 2015, during the visit of Prime Minister Modi’s in

Bangladesh, both countries agreed on joint coast guards

in view of combating piracy and enhancing maritime se-

curity in the BoB region. In the same year, Defense Min-

ister of India, Mr. Parrikar visited Bangladesh along with

the Indian vice-chiefs of the three forces (army, navy and

air force) and India’s coast guard. Parrikar intension was of

this visit to inalize a “defense cooperation framework”with

Bangladesh. Hasina and Modi held a dialogue on “regional

security and cooperation in combating international ter-

rorism.” Both countries higher oficials signed a variety of

agreement including cyber security, defense, connectivity,

energy, and a civil nuclear cooperation pact. In April 2017,

SheikhHasina visited in India and signedanagreementwith

New Delhi to enhance defense cooperation (Uddin, 2019).

Delhi assigned $500 million in line of credit for Bangladesh

to buymilitary hardware andweapons from India itself (Ali,

2018; D. Hossain, 2019). It also comprised of annual con-

sultations, training between the military forces of the two

countries, and capacity-building cooperation (Ali, 2018). In

November 2017, both India and Bangladesh’ military ap-

peared at a ield training exercise named “SAMPRITI 2017’

at Mizoram in India to strengthen cooperation and interac-

tion between the forces. Both countries agreed to arrange

joint military training, interchange of military experts and

trainers. Recently, Bangladesh raising its number of armed

personnel to India for receiving training.

During the four days (April 07-11, 2017) visit of Bangladesh
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PrimeMinister in India, both countries signed a “memoran-

dum of understanding” to enhance their security relation-

ship (Uddin, 2019). According to reports, India was will-

ing to enter a formal treaty or pact for 25 years regarding

military ties, but Bangladesh is not consenting to a defense

treaty or pact, rather it chooses a less binding as well as

less formal agreement like a MoU. Some security specialists

and diplomats believed that Bangladeshwould not be bene-

ited through the agreement, even it could go contrary to the

country’s interests, adding that it is India’s hegemonic atti-

tude towardsBangladesh. BangladeshdependsonChina for

its military equipment, and both countries have a defense

cooperation agreement.

Recent Development of Bangladesh-India Relations

Recently, India realizes that to become a regional power,

strategic geographical location of Bangladesh and its eco-

nomically strong Bangladesh’ support is required to her. On

the contrary, development hungry Bangladesh is trying to

utilize the rising economy of India. Therefore, both coun-

tries are trying to mitigate their conlicting issues.

Land boundary resolved

Land borderline and enclaves issues were the long unre-

solved issues since 1947. India acquired ownership of

111 enclaves, and Bangladesh got 51 enclaves (D. Hossain,

2019). “The enclave’s issues were areas that belong to

Bangladesh but were inhibited by Indian citizens and ar-

eas belong to India but inhibited by Bangladeshi citizens”

(Mostofa, 2005). In 1974, Bangladesh and India signed

Land Boundary Agreement (LBA) on land boundary dis-

putes when it was believed that those differences had be-

come past (A. Hossain, 2016). However, this agreement

was not implemented due to India’s balked on the ratii-

cation of it. Bangladesh more or less instantly approved

the agreement, and urged New Delhi to take required ini-

tiatives as soon as possible to make it functional but failed

(Bhattacharjee, 2012). After 35 years, land and enclaves

issues reemerged during the period of Hasina government

in 2009. In January 2010, both countries prime ministers

agreed to resolve the boundary disputes taking into con-

sideration of the 1974 LBA and made a joint Land Bound-

ary Working Group to accelerate the negotiations process

(Chakma, 2012).

At last in June 2015, during the visit of Narendra Modi, In-

dian Prime Minister to Bangladesh, both countries signed

the historic LBA to settle all the boundary problems, includ-

ing delimitation of 6.9 kilometers of the discorded bound-

ary, and exchange of 152 enclaves. Through this agreement,

50,000 deprived people who were living in the border en-

claves inally got their national identity. Abul Hassan Mah-

mood, Foreign Minister of Bangladesh, termed the agree-

ment as a “historic milestone” in the relationship between

the countries whereas Modi called the noteworthy of LBA

with the “fall of the Berlin Wall” (Jason, 2015). Lack of ter-

ritorial sovereignty, the disputed area, were a zone of vari-

ous illegal activities like human traficking, illicit migration,

smuggling, harborages of terrorist andexchangeof fake cur-

rency. It was expected that through the LBA, a horrible

chapter will be closed fruitfully and a continuous irritant

matterwill be erased in the India-Bangladesh relationships.

Maritime disputes resolved

It is noteworthy that sea boundary disputes in the Bay of

Bengal between Bangladesh and India had been solved in

2014. The Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) at Hague

in the Netherlands, oficially declared its decision on 7th

July 2014 regarding a decades-old maritime dispute in the

BoB between the countries (Rosen & Jackson, 2017). In a

landmark judgment, Bangladesh was awarded 19,467 sq.

Kilometers four-ifth of the total disputed area and leaving

6,135 sq. kilometers (24%) to India (D. Hossain, 2019). Al-

though, Dhaka and New Delhi maritime boundaries discus-

sion held in several times in 1974, 1978, 1980, 1982 and

2008, it failed to resolve due to the differences over ways

of delimiting the boundary between the countries (Chakma,

2012; Rashid, 2010).

Since2008, Bangladeshand Indiahave left thematter on the

backburner, just sometimes expressing their aspiration to

resolve the problem through dialogue without giving much

follow-up attention. In December 2008, Indian survey ship

along with two naval vessels encroached into the disputed

waters. Dhaka and New Delhi have overlapping demand

over 18 blocks in the BoB region. Whereas, both countries

disputed maritime area of 25,602 sq. Km. which is only

3% to 5% of India’s total maritime area as it has a large

maritime portion in the IOR, BoB and Arabian Sea (Rashid,

2010). As the area is of 100% in the west side maritime

area of Bangladesh with India and no available area in the

west side for Bangladesh remained, so it is very important

for Bangladesh to keep this area under its jurisdiction. Ac-

cording to UN provisions, any nation’s ownership will not

be deliberated if there is a difference with another country

that could have overlapping claims. Bangladesh observed

that bilateral talks were stalled with India regarding mar-

itime boundary issue, so there was no option to Bangladesh

except to look out for another path to settle the dispute.

However, the government of Bangladesh had initiated to
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lodge the dispute with the PCA on 8th October 2009.

Required documents submission and oral heritage from

two countries were inished in December 2013. How-

ever, the judgment brought out in 2014 and India has ac-

cepted the verdict in view of keeping a friendly relation-

ship with Bangladesh as well as considering geo-strategic

reality in the Indian Ocean region and BoB region (Quader,

2019). The verdict permits Bangladesh 200 miles exclu-

sive economic zone, 134 miles of seabed away from the

200-miles economic zone and access to the open sea area

for Bangladesh, consequently, the possibility of Bangladesh

becoming a ‘sea-locked country” has moved out forever

(Rashid, 2010). In addition, it is noticeable that Dhaka’s

awarded maritime zone includes 10 off-shore blocks in the

previous disputed side with India.

Access to Bangladesh ports

Bangladesh government has signed a MoUwith Indian gov-

ernment to use Chittagong (Chattogram) and Mongla sea

ports for freight transport to and from its far-lung region in

India’s northeast (Suian, 2020). Ministry of ForeignAffairs,

Bangladesh said in a statement, “The Leaderswelcomed the

conclusion of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for the

use of Chattogram andMongla ports formovement of goods

to and from India, particularly to and from the North East

of India, which could create a win-win situation for both

economies” (Port Strategy, 2020). One of the provisions of

the previous draft agreement regarding Bangladeshi port

use was referred that if Nepal and Bhutan wish, they can

be included to the agreement. Only Bangladeshi vehicles

and vessels will be allowed for carrying the goods within

Bangladesh territory. The inance minister of both As-

sam and Tripura assumed that access to the seaports of

Bangladeshwouldmake stronger their connectivity to trad-

ing with the mainland of India.

Transit issue

India had long demanded transit facilities from Bangladesh

to better connect with its remote north-eastern region.

Bangladesh denied allowing transit demand because Dhaka

was arguing that it would make security jeopardies and

threats to the country’s sovereignty. Otherwise, it will be

dificult to come back if once given transit facility, and such

a facility might boost terrorism and mutiny. When Sheikh

Hasina government came into power in 2009, she altered

the country’s Indian policy and commence to improve re-

lations between the countries. It was observed that during

that time, a policy was shifted regarding the transit issue

(Chakma, 2012). During Hasina’s visit to India in 2010, she

informed Indian government that in principle, Dhaka took a

decision to permit NewDelhi to use the Chittagong sea port,

Mongla port, and Ashuganj water port of Bangladesh. After

more thanone year of discussions, a transit treatywasmade

prepared for sign in September2011during the Singh's visit

to Bangladesh. But the treaty could not be signed at last

because Bangladesh retreated from signing the agreement

as India was not willing to sign the Teesta water agreement

(R. Karim, 2011). Another cause was that, Bangladesh’s in-

frastructure was not ready that time for takings load of the

enlarged trafic which will create after giving transit to In-

dia (Bhattacharjee, 2012). However, India’s long-awaiting

demand for transit was met through a number of transport

agreements and framework arrangement on June 6, 2015.

Through this agreement, India allowed using Bangladesh

territory for passage of cargo and passengers to the North

East region. The goods and things transit via Ashugunj river

port in Bangladesh was inaugurated in June 2016. It per-

mitted Indian consumers to ferry cargo from Kolkata port

to Ashugunj through inland water. India has also offered a

soft loan for the expansion of Ashugunj container terminal

to Bangladesh. New Delhi has granted $338.8 million loans

for the reconstruction of the Ashugunj to Akhaura road in

Bangladesh. India has been investing in the Ashugunj area

so that it could fully utilize its transit right.

Bangladesh Bhutan India and Nepal Initiatives (BBIN)

Although South Asian countries have shared their his-

tory and culture with each other, they are still one of the

less connected regions in the world. India offered BBIN

(Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, and Nepal), a sub-regional ini-

tiative to improve connectivity and economic development

among the member countries. Four South Asian countries

respective ministers of transportation signed Motor Vehi-

cles Agreement for ‘the Regulation of Passenger, Personal

and Cargo Vehicular Trafic’ in Thimpu on 15 June 2015. Al-

ready Bangladesh, India, and Nepal have ratiied in parlia-

ment the Motor Vehicle Agreement and have decided to be-

gin operation of theMVA among the three participant coun-

tries (D. Hossain, 2019). But Bhutan has tried more than

a year to ratify the BBIN-MVA, but inally stated that it was

not able to advancewith the ratiication procedure ‘for now.’

It thinks that by implementing this agreement, other coun-

tries vehicleswouldmoveeasilywhichwill create anegative

impact on its transportation and it will not be environment-

friendly. Earlier, New Delhi had proposed an analogous ve-

hicular agreement during the 18th SAARC summit for the

member countries of SAARC which was later held back by

Islamabad. Within the BBIN MVA structure, the agreement
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will expand and progress corridors, assure port access with

eficiency and develop border to ensure melliluous cross-

border goods and manufactures movements. It was pro-

jected during BBIN conceptualization, to invest $8bn over

ive year period for 30 road projects to attain its goals un-

der assistance with Asian Development Bank (ADB). India

is gaining economic and strategic interest through BBIN co-

operation.

Driving Forces of Recent Development of Bangladesh-

India Relations

Is geographical location a fact!!

Geographical location of any country is a signiicant factor

of geopolitics. AsNapoleonBonaparte claimed that “the for-

eign policy of a country is determined by its geography”.

Bangladesh is surroundedby India on three sides east, west,

and north alongwith a 4094 Km land border, another south

side is the Bay of Bengal. Moreover, in the South-East side, a

little boundary (about 271 kilometers on river land) is cov-

ered with Myanmar. India is about 22 times bigger than

Bangladesh in considering its area. There are 57 trans-

boundary rivers in Bangladesh of which 54 are shared with

India and rest of 3 with Myanmar. If we look at from vari-

ous angles, geographical location of Bangladesh provides it

both opportunity and disadvantages.

Bangladesh’ territory is vital for India to communicate with

its land-locked northeastern region. For example, North-

east Indian trader needs to travel 1,600 km to access a port

of India from Agartala in Tripura to Kolkata in West Ben-

gal, through Siliguri. On the contrary, to reach the same

destination via Bangladesh, traders required 600 kilome-

ters to travel, or even more convenient way is to access

Chittagong port in Bangladesh, where they only need 200

km to go (Kathuria, 2017). Another important reason is

that, people of the northeastern state of India can get ac-

cess in Sea route via the Chittagong port of Bangladesh. Fur-

thermore, Bangladesh cooperation is also needed to India if

it wants to impede cross-border terrorism to the unstable

northeastern region. Therefore, India’s required corridor

via Bangladesh sets an opportunity to make its foreign pol-

icy in a beneicial position to Bangladesh.

A little land boundary of Bangladesh with Myanmar is a

bridge between South East Asia and South Asia through

Myanmar. Bangladesh’s physical location has provided a

great opportunity to work as an economic and strategic

bridge in various regional organizations like SAARC, BIM-

STEC, and ASEAN (Mourya, 2016). In the 21st century, the

Indian Ocean is very signiicant for not only considering

its commercial value but also for security motive of a key

power. According to Alfred Mahan, the sea is a key fac-

tor in geopolitics, who wants to lead the world, it needs to

take control over the sea. Bangladesh is located on the focal

point of Bay of Bengal with 45,000 square miles of sea ter-

ritory where valuable maritime resources like energy, ish-

eries etc. are available. Bangladesh’s location is not only vi-

tal to increase trade facilities in northeastern region of India

but also its position is considered as a cost-effective path to

import gas from Myanmar (Mourya, 2016). China’s eager-

ness to get access in the Indian Ocean gives a privilege to its

outer orientation.

China factor

Recently notwithstanding India’s changing its Neighbour-

hood policy, China has tightened its position in South Asia.

China has increasedmulti-dimensional (political, economic,

and security) supportive relations with India's neighboring

countries, including Bangladesh (Freeman, 2018). China’s

investment looks lucrative to Bangladesh as it is required

of infrastructure and connectivity for continuing her devel-

opment. Most of the investment of China is the Bay of Ben-

gal centric. China’s such investment consider to India as a

strategy of “Strings of pearls”. China is providing $38 bil-

lion to Bangladesh for various infrastructure development

projects. Moreover, last few years, China is upgrading Chit-

tagong port, which is located at strategic points of Bay of

Bengal, building up another deep seaport located close to

India’s border named Payra. China is also trying long years

to invest in the Sonadia deep Seaport in Cox's Bazar. China

is supplying military equipment and providing training to

Bangladesh armed forces. As a part of military moderniza-

tion, Bangladesh purchased two submarines from China in

2016. In 2016, for the irst time, the PLA navy leet paid

visited Bangladesh to participate in a joint maritime drill

in Chittagong with the Bangladesh navy (M. S. Islam, 2016).

Each year the PLA of China sends delegation in Bangladesh

as many as India does. Growing Beijing’s security engage-

ment with Dhaka made New Delhi wary due to its vulner-

able Northeast region. Therefore, the Modi government is

trying to counter Chinese engagement inBangladesh so that

it does not get closer to China. Currently, Modi has been

commenced ‘neighborhood irst’ of his foreign policy initia-

tive. The “neighborhood irst” strategy indicates the diplo-

matic approach of Modi’s government towards its neigh-

bors.

For getting closer to Bangladesh, apart from strategic and

economic engagement, both India and China are also com-

peting through other engagements. For instance, on 25

March, India haddonated30,000 surgicalmasks and15,000
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caps to Dhaka as an urgent medical assistance. Again, it has

donated30,000COVID-19 test kits on6May2020 (TheNew

Indian Express, 2020). Apropos it is mention worthy that

Bangladesh is the irst nation who has obtained Kits from

New Delhi that relects the importance of Bangladesh to In-

dia. Before China reached, India had handed over quickly

this assistance. Interestingly Lahiri, one of the Bangladesh

expert noted that “Within hours of India’s aid reaching

Dhaka, on 26 March China sent 15,000 N95 mask and 1000

infrared thermometers” (Siddiqui, 2020). Moreover, Xi Jin-

ping called to Hasina and proposed to send Chinese experts

in Bangladesh to ight COVID-19. During this time Xi said

Hasina that Beijing would carry on its efforts to strengthen

strategic partnership with Dhaka (Bdnews 24, 2020).

Modi understood that if India does not resolve its conlicts

with its neighboring small countries, it could not be able

to check the Chinese growing inluence in the South Asian

region. Ali Riaz, Professor of Political Science at Illinois

State University, USA told AFP that, “Bangladesh is in In-

dia’s sphere of inluence,” he added "Understandably, In-

dia is watching Bangladesh's growing ties with Beijing. But

Bangladesh is improving ties with China carefully so that it

does not jeopardize its relations with India" (Dawn News,

2020).

CHALLENGES

For a long time, Bangladesh has been negotiatingwith India

to distribute equitably of trans-boundary riverwater, which

has been a key source of dispute between the countries. The

trans-boundary rivers stream through Indian land, but it is

not willing to make a treaty with Bangladesh regarding the

obstruction or diversion of water even though a Joint River

Commission (JRC)was established by Bangladesh and India

in 1972 for sharing of water resources, irrigation, and con-

trolling lood. It is a regrettable matter that both countries

share ifty-four rivers but Bangladesh hasmerely one single

river water sharing treaty with India, on the Ganges River

that was signed in 1996. In the Ganges Water Treaty 1996,

article 9 makes it obligatory for New Delhi to accomplish

water sharing treaty with Dhaka on principles of fairness,

equity and no destruction to either side (M. S. Islam, 2011).

But the realitywas different. NewDelhi took aside the guar-

antee and arbitration clauses about the lowest amount of

water from the treaty. In 1975, India built the Farakka Bar-

rage with the intension of diverting water low in the dry

season to escalation the navigability of Calcutta port. “No

state has the right to divert the natural low of international

river water within its territory through unilateral action”

(M. S. Islam, 2011). When the Farkka Barrage begins opera-

tion in 1975, the Ganges freshwater supply reduced signii-

cantly. In addition, agriculture, irrigation, isheries, naviga-

tion, river silting, coastal erosion, groundwater exhaustion,

and regular economic actions have been affected badly.

A draft deal was supposed to prepare to sign in 2011-

allocated 42.5 percent for India and 37.5 percent for

Bangladesh of the Teesta’s water. But theWest Bengal Chief

Minister Mamata Banerjee opposed this agreement and in-

tensely thinks that Bangladesh might get at best 25% of

the water so it was deferred and still it remains unsigned

(Uddin, 2019). Indeed, she was planning to accompany the

then Prime Minister Singh to Dhaka in 2011 to sign that

agreement but canceled the visit. In every year from De-

cember to May, Bangladesh desired to get half (50%) of the

Teesta’s water, because in that time, water low drops ex-

tremely in the country. According to Bangladeshi experts,

"The historical low of the river at Rangpur is 5,000 cusecs,

but we're getting only 500 cusecs of water now” (The Times

of India, 2017), which has affected farmers and isherman’s

livelihood. According to the Observer Research Founda-

tion, over 1, 00,000 hectares of land across 5 districts in

Bangladesh are harshly worn-out due to the removal of the

Teesta’s waters by India (The Times of India, 2017).

New Delhi has started the Tipaimukh dam project to gen-

erate 1500 megawatt power on the trans-boundary Barak

River which would lead to huge ecological destruction for

both Bangladesh and India’s Manipur state. Specialists

showed concern that a major earthquake might cause the

disaster of the dam and it will generate risk for the lives,

land as well as forests of the two countries. Although there

was a lot of expectation of Bangladeshi policy maker during

the Modi’s visit in Bangladesh in 2015 regarding the Teesta

issue. Modi said that "rivers nurture our relationship, not

become a source of discord and water sharing is a human

issue and should be translated into action" (Bhuyan, 2015).

He also said that “I am of the view that birds, air and water-

these three do not have to have visas at all” (Bhari, 2015).

Already, three years have gone, but there is no hope to

share Teesta river water with Bangladesh. Mamata Baner-

jee proposed sharing of the Torsa rivers water instead of

the Teesta, which is nearer to the boundary of Sikkim and

Bangladesh (The Times of India, 2017). In fact, the Torsa

has connectivity with the river of the Padma in Bangladesh.

She suggested that both countries can establish a commis-

sion to determine the lowing water level through the Torsa

and the consideration of water that might be shared.

Indian border security force kills many Bangladeshis, but

Bangladesh cannot protest hardly because of geopolitical

reality. Moreover, Bangladesh is located adjoining the Indo-
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China disputed borderline in the north. It can be assumed

that any kind of border conlict between the two countries,

lines of communication of India, would be constrained to

the small Siliguri corridor, which will obstruct the com-

munication of Bangladesh and Nepal. So as a small state,

Bangladesh has no scope to avoid India. Moreover, India's

attempts to push Bangladeshi Muslims origin immigrants,

whereas it promises to allow non-Muslim in the Assam re-

gion through the amendment to the Citizenship Act, which

is considered communal sentiments (Aiyar, 2018).

CONCLUSION

Due to geographical closeness, India's policy has a signii-

cant impact on Bangladesh’s interests and the country's de-

velopment and stability. India also needs Bangladesh’s sup-

port to fulill its wish to be regional and, ultimately, a global

power. Bangladesh is heavily dependent on India for trade,

water, foods, and commodities, etc. India might have ex-

pected that Bangladesh keeps on indebted to her as grate-

fulness of its assisting role during the independence move-

ment, but that did not occur in the long run. However, re-

lations between the countries have moved on a mature and

dependable partnership during the Hasina and Modi gov-

ernment regime from 2009 to now. Both Bangladesh and

India is moving towards a new era of partnership in po-

litical, economic, and security areas. Recently, China’s in-

luence over Bangladesh has grown immensely. India de-

sires to access the defense market through a treaty with

Bangladesh, targeting to overturn China’s share there. Con-

sequently, India is always trying to enhance cooperation in

major defense areas such asmilitary supplies, jointmilitary

exercise, and non-traditional securities to counter China's

growing inluence in Bangladesh. Bangladesh is a vital fac-

tor for India due to its strategic location, trade and transit

issues, energy resources, etc. So, India’s policy for Dhaka

should be more explicit and clear. If India wants to lead this

region, it should solve the rest of the bilateral issues with

Bangladesh.

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study is based on secondary sourceswhich is one of the

signiicant limitation. The article would be enriched more,

if some primary data could be included. For example, inter-

views with relevant oficials and experts opinion regarding

this issues, might provide more deeply and meaningful dis-

cussion. But due to COVID-19 situation and inancial con-

straint, the author did not consider primary sources for col-

lecting data.

However, this research makes space for further study, and

facilitates more extensively investigation of the research

problem through narrowing down the ideas, texts, and con-

cepts used. Moreover, for better understanding of Indo-

Bangladesh relations, it is also important to ind out what

factors inluence China to engage Bangladesh and how it

creates challenges for Bangladesh tomake balance between

both power India and China. Therefore, in future such study

can be done based on this study.
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